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Heterogeneity of dynamics makes analysis of Twitter difficult

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We try to distinguish between the different activities and associated content  occuring on Twitter, using the retweeting dynamics.



Twitter

•Given the time series of ‘retweeting’ activity on some user- 
generated content or tweet, how do we meaningfully 
characterize and categorize it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What do we mean by retweeting dynamics?
In Twitter, users post a tweet  or story, which their followers may like and repost and thus content spreads through the network. []
We focus on tweets containing URLs and use these URLs as markers to trace the spread of content. When a later tweet includes the same URL as an earlier one, we say that the new post retweets the content of the original post. 




Dynamics of Retweeting Activity

(i) Popular news website (nytimes) (ii) Popular celebrity (billgates) (iii) Politician (silva_marina)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Retweeting activity can have different trends on Twitter. Define plots
For instance consider figures 1 and 2- they are the collective user response or retweeting activity on posts by a famous website and that by a popular celebrity. Note that they have a very characteristic trend with a sharp initial rise folowed by slow saturation. Figure 3 shows the campaign by a popular brazilian politician and its dynamics is similar o fig1 and fig 2. However, in this case when the retweeting activity saturates, the dedicated campaigner breathes new life into it by retweeting it again and again and creating an upsurge of interest. 



Dynamics of Retweeting Activity

(iv) An aspiring artist (youngdizzy) (v) Post by a fan site (AnnieBeiber) (vi) Advertisement using social media(onstrategy)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Figure 4 is the retweeting activity on the tweet posted by an aspiring star and Figure 5 shows the retweeting activity on a fan website for Justin bieber On the other hand fig 6 is an advertisement using social media. Note the sharp regular bursts of activity, this is usually indicative of automatic or robotic tweets




Dynamics of Retweeting Activity

(ix) Animal Right Activist(nokillanimalist)

(viii) Account eventually suspended by Twitter(EasyCash435)

(vii) Advertisement by a Japanese  user (nikotono)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fig 7  and 8 are spam like advertisements and note that the trend of these activities is very different from that of news like stories. Similar trends are shown in fig 9, which depicts the retweeting activity on a post by an animal activitist, whose campaign comprised of few people continously retweeting he same content.

Thus we see that by inspecting the trends of retweeting activity, we get an idea of the nature of associated content. But manual analysis would be a labor-intensive process




Can these different characteristics of dynamics be 
captured by simple features?

Time Interval and User Diversity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We show that just two features that capture the time interval and user diversity, we can get  a very good approximation of collective user response.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We take the time interval between 2 consecutive retweets  for a given story as the random variable. 
For each story we compute the probability distribution of time intervals.
For example consider the two figures giving the time interval distributions for two distinct stories. Axes. In  figure (i) there are three retweets which have the next retweet in 1.sec. overall There is a broad distribution with time intervals showing  varying duration between two consecutive tweets. This kind of trend is usually associated with human activity
In contrast, in figure (ii), for all retweets, the next consecutive retweet is in less than one second. This indicates some kind of anomaly from human behavior.
To summarize, if the frequency of time intervals of time duration deltti is n subscript deltati, then the probablity distribution can be formulated as shown.

Entropy helps to quantify this uncertainity associated with the  random variable.
Time interval entropy is maximum when the time intervals between any two successive retweets is different. High time interval entropy is indicative of human activity and low time interval entropy is indicative of robotic or autiomated activity.





User Diversity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also observe the probability distribution of  retweets  by dsntinct users for each story.
For example consider the two figures  giving the dist of retweets by  distinct users  for two different stories.  In  figure (i) most users have the probability of voting only once. On the other hand in figure 2 shows that there are only 3 distinct users responsible for all the votes.
To summarize, if the frequency of retweets by distinct users is n subscript fi, then the probability distribution can be formulated as shown.
Entropy helps to quantify this uncertainity associated with the  random variable. 
User entropy is maximum when each user retweets the message only once. 
Next we see, how good are these features in charaterizing the retweeting activities?



Bloggers and News Website

(i) Popular news website (nytimes) (ii) Popular celebrity (billgates)

Dynamics of Retweeting Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We investigate the retweeting dynamics on a story posted by a popular news webiste and that posted by a famous celebrity. There trend is indicative of human activity.
Human ctivity is heterogenous in nature; as we indicated before, a signature of human activity is a broad distribution with time intervals of many different lengths. Specifically, there is a lot of activity initially associated with newsworthy content, which gradually decreases with time, resulting in many short intervals and some long ones.
 Most users retweet only one leading to high user entropy.



Campaigners

Dynamics of Retweeting Activity

(iii) Politician (silva_marina) (vi) Animal Right Activist(nokillanimalist)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next we study the retweeting dynamics on a popular campaign and a not so popular campaign.
Again we see signs of human activity, with many non-zero  time intervals between consecutive retweets.
However note that both in case of popular and unpopular campaigns, there are some dedicated campaigners who retweet the same message multiple times. However a successful campaign reaches other people who are not campaigners (they retweet the message only once) in contrast to an unpopular campaign. In fact it shows that there are only three dedicated users generating over 3000 retweets. 



Performers and their fans

Dynamics of Retweeting Activity

(iv) An aspiring artist (youngdizzy) (v) Post by a fan site (AnnieBeiber)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We analyze the retweeting activities on astory posted by an aspiring artist and a fan web site (this is the fan website of justin bieber)
The time interval distribution for Fig 4 shows human-like activity in constrast to that in figure 5.
Look at the time interval entropy of 5 carefully. You will notice a bursty behavior all retweets posted almost simultaneously indicating automated  activity.
Looking at the user retweet distribution we see that only 4 users generate a bulk of retweets in figure 4. In contrast in Figure 5 all  retweets are posted from the accounts of distinct users.



Advertisers and spammers

(vii) Advertisement using social media(onstrategy)
(viii) Account eventually suspended by Twitter(EasyCash435)

(ix) Advertisement by a Japanese  user (nikotono)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The fig 7 is…Unlike in Figure 8, time interval distribution of Figure 7 and 9 indicate automated activity with bursty behavior and a peak at some time interval-
 we observe that in case of Figure 7, almost two-thirds of the retweets occur almost consecutively (time interval gap is zero seconds), indicating a possible autotweeting activity. Figure 9 too, shows some kind of  probable scheduled or automated tweeting activity with around 28% of the tweets having an exact interval gap of 604 seconds.

All three indicate they are spam like advertisements with one or two users generating more than 100 retweets.
We could also successfully predict that the retweting activity in the story shown in Fig 8 was spam like and the user posting this story was eventually suspended by twitter.
Note that  figure 9 gives the activity pattern of a japanese user and just by looking into user diversity and time diversity, we could identify that it was spam like activity which we later verified using google tarnslator.
We want to validate the assumption that these two features give a good characterization of retweeting activity. 



Validation

Manually annotated URLs shown in the entropy plane 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We hand labeled the URLs  included in the stories whose retweeting activity we analyze. Each point in this plot shows a hand labeled URL in the entropy plane. The position on the URL  is determined by the two features- time interval and user entropy of the rewteeing activity associated with the story containing the URL.
News :Belongs -news organization. (green square)
Blogs: blog or webpage maintained by an individual
Since news and blogs have very similar characteristics, together we call them newsworthy content.(green dot)
3)Advertisements and promotions: advertisement or promotion,  instances where users post the same link repeatedly, leading to spam-like content generation, promotional activities of aspiring starlets. (red diamond)
Campaigns-individual or an organization with a discernible agenda (politics, animal rights issues) (blue rectangle)
6)Automated/robotic activity: Retweeting that is mainly generated through Twitterfeed \footnote{www.twitterfeed.com} or similar services is classifies as automatic activity. Note that automated activity could be associated with any type of content, but since it has its own unique characteristics, different from all the aforementioned activities,  we included it as a separate class. (red filled triangle)
5)Parasitic ads: users participate unwittingly. This happens when a user logs into a website or web service, and then that service tweets a message in user's name telling his followers about it.  For example, when a user visits sites such as Tinychat \footnote{tinychat.com} or Twitcam \footnote{twitcam.com}, a message is posted to the user's Twitter account ``join me on tinychat...'’
The parasitic advertisements are spread all over. (red unfilled)

Each class has its own distinct dynam,ics associated with it.
We the perform both supervised and unsupervised classification of these points using time interval and user entropy as features representing retweeting activity on distinct URLs.





Manually annotated URLs shown in the entropy plane 

Supervised Classification-kNN

Classification of URLs using k-Nearest Neighbor Classification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have performed supervised classification using SVM and k.NN which gave very similar results.  For k-NN we used  three nearest neighbors and Euclidean distance function. 
The class to which a point belongs is shown by its cluster in the left hand side plot. As you can see, the entropy-based features provide of good classification of the network.
We evaluate the performance using  of 10 fold  cross validation.  area under ROC curve  and F-.measure Except in case of parasitic advertisements, these entropy-based features does a good job in identifying the class membership of the retweeting activity. The eason why parasitic ads do not perform well, is probably because, they do not have a distinct identity of their but take on the characteristics of the profile they piggyback on.




Unsupervised Clustering (EM)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We perform unsupervised clustering EM algorithm with gaussian kernel .the algorithm automatically decides how many clusters to create by cross validation. We get 9 clusters. 
Automatic unsupervised clustering not only identifies popular and unpopular newsworthy items but also helps to segregate blogs and news. Cluster 7 is predominantly popular blogs . while cluster8 is predominantly popular news content. The pie chart shows the proportion of the different manually labeled classes  in the automatically identified clusters. tCluster 3 and 1 comprises of rpedominantly newsorthy content of mediocre popularity. Cluster 6 comprises of upopular newsworthy content. Cluster4 comprises completely of automated or robotic activity.
cluster2 contains of predominantly advertisements and promotions, while cluster 0 comrpises mainly of spam-like advertisments and cluster 5 comprises mainly of campaignlike adverttisemnts.



Results- Classification

• Automatic/Robotic Activity
• Auto-tweeting (Twitterfeed)

• Individual auto-tweets (TechCrunch)
• Collective auto-tweets (bieberinsanityblog.blogspot.com)

• Tweet-scheduling (Tweet-u-later, Hootsuite)
• Spamming

• Differentiate human from bot activity
• Identify marketing companies engaging automated services 

(operationweb.com, tweetmaster.tk)
– “will tweet your ad or message on my Twitter accounts that add up 

to over 170k* followers 2-6 times per day for 30 days.''

• Newsworthy Information
• Advertisement and Promotions
• Campaigns
• Parasitic Advertisements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Autotweeting activity is identified by very low time entropy compared to user entropy.
individual register to an automatic service  like Twitterfeed, that tweets messages on the user's profile on his behalf.  Through these services,   the user can subscribe to a blog or news website. This leads to individual auto-tweets observed in the profile of that user. 

However, this auto-tweeting feature is also being used for promotional and perhaps phishing activities. For example, a fan site for Justin Bieber asks fans to provide their Twitter account information.  The site is  powered by Twitterfeed, and then auto-tweets Justin Bieber news from the profiles of registered fans, resulting in \emph{collective auto-tweeting}. 

Services like  Tweet-u-later and Hootsuite can be used to schedule tweeting activities. Registering a collection of profiles to these websites and scheduling the a tweet to posted repeatedly, enables spammers to post the same message multiple times.

Since our method can easily differentiate human activity from bot or automated activity, we are able to identify marketing companies which engage automated services to increase their visibility on Twitter. Such services include OperationWeb ({http://www.operationweb.com/}) and TweetMaster ({http://tweetmaster.tk/}), which claim that they ``will tweet your ad or message on my Twitter accounts that add up to over 170k* followers 2-6 times per day for 30 days.'’

This class comprises of mostly news and blogs and some successful campaigns.  Newsworthy information is characterized  by comparable (usually high) user and temporal entropy.  Both supervised and unsupervised clustering algorithms able to separate news and blogs i.e information sharing by humans, from the rest of retweeting activity with good accuracy

Advertisements and promotions are distinguished by low user entropy and low to high temporal entropy.
Most spam-like advertisements fall in this section. 

Campaigns are identified by low user entropy and very high temporal entropy. There are very few campaigns in the hand-labeled dataset. Even then,  supervised algorithms are able to classify campaigns with a fair degree of accuracy. However, unsupervised algorithm  merges campaigns with advertisements and promotions. Due to considerable overlap of characteristics of campaigns with advertisements or promotions, to distinguish a campaign from an advertisement is difficult, even for manual annotators.

None of the methods were able to identify parasitic advertisements very accurately. One possible reason may be their parasitic nature, where they do not have a distinct characteristic feature of their own, but adopt the characteristics of the hosting user profile. 






Conclusion

• Novel information theoretic approach to activity recognition
• Content independent
• Scalable and efficient
• Robust to sampling

• Results
• sophisticated tools for marketing and spamming
• Twitter is exploited for promotional and spam-like activities
• Able to identify distinct classes of dynamic activities in Twitter 

and associated content
• Separation of popular with unpopular content

• Applications-spam  detection, trend identification, trust 
management, user-modeling, social search, content classification
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